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ABS'!RAcrr

This paper evaluates some of the selection criteria of a small

business computer cited in current literature and expressed by

several small businessmen. The first part of the paper discusses

the small businessman's and the computer salesman's point of view

concerning the selection of a small business computer. The second

part of the paper discusses four selection criteria in detail and

then mentions six more. This paper does not, by any means, completely

cover this topic because, with all of the differing opinions on which

criteria is the most important and the many different types of

small businesses that the small business computer must be configured

to, it would take volum:::s of papers to completely cover this topic.

However, by discussing the process of comparing three specific

systems, as is done in this paper, the small businessman can get a

concrete idea of how to select his own small business computer.
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SEIJECTION CRITERIA FOR A SFJALL BUSINESS CQI;1PUY.8R

INTRODUCTION

There Has a time when the small business ormer did not have to

think about a computer. Computers were too big, too complex, too

expensive, Computers Here for large companies.

But times have changed. Technological advances have come about

so rapidly in the last few years, along with lower prices, that many

small companies have moved from manual bookkeeping systems to the small

business computer (See Figure 1). From a handful of small system manu

facturers, such as NCR and Burroughs, just a few years ago, there aTe

now dozens on the market. These include both the large computer manu

facturers, such as IBM, Honeywell, and Univac, and the minicomputer

manufacturers, such as Digital Equipment Corporation, Harris and

Hewlett-Packard. 1,H th all of this competition among computer vendors f

one can imagine how confusing and difficult it can be for a small

businessman, with little or no data processing knowledge, to go out

and select the right computer for his small business.

Before delving into this research topic, tHO terms had to be de

fined, The first term was small business. A small business was defined

as one with less than two hundred employees and with a management struc

ture in which only one or two top people make all or most of the deci

sions for the company,

The other term which had to be d§fined Has small business computer.

A small business computer is an office machine that processes data

1
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entered by the user and produces calculations and reports as directed

by its stored program of instructions and the user's commands. Generally

speaking, the small business computer is a large business computer

scaled down. Its memory size can range from 16K to 32K bytes for the

basic system. The basic system is the smallest size of that model

system. Another guideline used in looking at a small business computer

was that it be able to support business applications such as accounts

receivable, general ledger, and inventory control. And lastly, the

small business computer would cost in the price range of $5,000-$100,000,

THE FIRST SEl1ESTER RESEARCH

The Small Businessman

After deciding on the basic guidelines, the next task was to find

out the small businessman's experience and opinion of the small business

computer. Therefore, I interviewed several small businessmen in Galves

ton and Bryan who owned small business computers. Fol101iing is the list

of questions which guided me as I talked with these men:

1) How many employees does your company have?

2) �..jhat is your gross sales per year?

3) Hhat is your growth rate per year?

4) How long have you had your computer?

5) What made you decide to look at a small business computer?

6) To Hhat computer vendor did you first go to?

7) Tlho was involved in the selection process?

8) How long did it take you to make the selection?

9) Did you buy or lease the computer?

10) HOTtI did you "size" the computer to fit your needs?
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11) \',rhat business applications did you originally want put on your
computer?

12) T)hat business applications do you have on your computer now?

13) ItJhen you switched from the manual system to the small business

computer, what problems did you incur?

14) Is all of the computer hardware from the same computer vendor?

15) How would you rate your maintenance?

16) T.'That is the cost of your computer?

17) T,rhat is management's general opinion of the investment that

they have made in the computer?

18) Do you have any future plans for your computer?

19) Do you have any suggestions or advice for a small business
that is about to go from a manual system to a small business

computer?

Host of these small businesses had had their computers for one to

two years. They had decided to get one because of the growth rate of

their company. The work was getting too tedious and timeconsuming so,

either they had to hire more people or turn to the computer. After

deciding to acquire a computer, some of these small businessmen shopped

around for the computer, while others had no question as to whom they

Hould lease or buy their computer from. Once they received their com-

puter, all were pleased with the maintenance they were receiving from

their vendor. Overall, management was pleased with their investment,

but there were a few businesses vrhose management was wary of the com-

puter because they did not understand it. They wanted instant results

when they made a change to a report. However, they have now realized

that this cannot be so.

One of the small businessmen gave an example of hov the computer

had helped him in his business. He said it usually takes one person
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two working days to do a certain business report, while it took the com-

puter only five hours. Using the computer had thus saved time and left

that clerk to do other things.

Nost of the businessmen said that the people who worked directly

'V-ri th the computer liked it, once they got used to it. In general, there

was a favorable opinion of the small business computer by all of the

small businessmen. Some of the suggestions made by the businessmen were:

1) If you have a lot of inventory to keep track of, get a

small computer.

2) Know the basic reports you want from the computer.

3) Have a system in mind before you start looking at

small business computers.

4) Lease the small business computer.

The Computer Salesman

Next, to see the interaction between the small businessman and the

computer salesman, I talked with three different computer salesmen. Each

one described his own approach to selling a computer. An example of one

of the approaches is given below:

1) He goes in and talks with the boss of the small business
to find out what the boss wants and why he wants to com

puterize. This salesman does this because most people
that get in touch with a computer salesman have a pre
conceived idea of what they Hant and they feel that they
already have the solution. Usually, they have seen

another company's computer operations and they want a

perfect solution to all their problems.

2) This salesman then goes in and talks to the line people,
watches them work, and sees what needs to be done there.
He then compares this with the boss's conception of
what the small business needs.

3) This salesman then goes back to the boss and points
out one or two major applications (ones that take the
most time) that can be computerized. He Hants to
show the customer that he cannot push a button and
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get a perfect solution for every application.
If the small businessman did buy a small business

computer that solved all his problems, then it
would be out of his price range.

4) After these three salesman calls, this salesman
determines the purchasing power of the customer.
If it is good, he then stays on the account.
If it is not good, he drops it. Up until this
time, he does not mention hardware because he
wants the customer to understand the applica
tions and computing.

5) If he did not drop the account, then this sales
man starts fitting hardware to what the small
businessman needs. If a customer cannot decide
between two types of peripherals for his small
business computer, then this salesman will usual

ly set up a demonstration so that the business
can decide which peripheral device is easier
for them to use,

6) This salesman t.hsn submi ts a vrit t.en proposal, for
purchase or lease of a computer, to the small
businessman.

7) The small businessman accepts or rejects it.

This is only one approach to selling a small business computer.

The other salesmen had somewhat similar approaches with a few variations.

This example was to show the Hay a small businessman, Hho is selecting a

small business computer, is approached by a computer vendor. This can

make a big difference, since the computer vendor can have much influence

on what computer the small businessman finally selects.

All of the above research was done the first semester. The idea

behind it vTas to see the small businessman's problems in trying to select

a computer right for his business needs. The second semester of research

involved comparing three small business computers. By doing this, the

selection criteria for a small business computer can better be understood.
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THE SECOND SEl'lESTER P£SEARCH

Location

The first selection criteria to be talked about is location. This

criteria is important because the location of a small business will help

to determine rrhich computer vendor will be selected. The company should·

be near a computer's service office so that when the computer goes down,

prompt service can be guaranteed. If the computer goes down in the

middle of a payroll run Hhen the payroll goes out the next day, the

small businessman wants to be sure that a computer serviceman is reach

able and can be there as soon as possjble to get the system running

again. Or in any case - service to the computer is a necessity. There

fore, the small business must be located near a computer service office.

This is why the three systems below were chosen. All three of them have

offices in Bryan. The three specific model systems looked at are:

1) Burroughs 731

2) IBI'; System/32

3) NCR Century 8200

These certain three systems were chosen because these were the ones I

was able to run programs on.

Cost

Another important selection criteria, if not the most important to

the small businessman, is the total cost of the small business computer.

The basic bystem itself is only part of the cost. The small businessman

must also consider the software nEeded for the computer. Usually, some

system software is included in the cost of the basic system, However,

the small businessman may want to add other "housekeeping" routines to
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his system software so that the computer will run more efficiently.

Also, the small businessman must include the cost of the applications

programs, which will be run in order to get the reports he needs. He

may either hire a contract programmer, who may charge $15 to $25 per

hour to write the programs, or else he must buy general application

programs from a computer vendor or software house. The small business

man must be aware that sof't.ware can become a very expensive item.

The maintenance for t.he computer costs separately, if the system

is purchased. If leased, it is usually included in the lease price.

And, as merrti oned before, maintenance and service are a "must IP for the

small business computer. Insurance =LS also a separate cost for a pur

chased system. Again, if leased, the insurance cost is usually included

in the lease price.

Any special iJJlprovements made to the office for the conrput.e.r must

also be included in the total cost of the computer. An example of

special improvements to the office may be a special electrical outlet

for the computer or more air conditioning to accomodate the computer.

All of the above factors must be taken into consideration when

figuring the cost of the computer. This can be seen in Figure 2. The

basic system cost of each of the three comput.e.rs is listed and "That each

includes at that cost. The second cost given for each system is the

amount paid by each ovner of that system as he has it configured. This

shows hOH the cost of buying a small business cOITiputer can really jump

as more things a:re added to it. 1.H th the small businessman being on a

limited budget, he must consider the total cost of a computer before he

signs his name to any purchase contract.
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Performance of the Small Business Computer

Another very important criteria in the selection of a small

business computer is the performance of the system. To compare each

of the three systems, three programs were run on each computer and

timed from the initial input until the completion of the printed output.

These timings were to be used only as a benchmark (a reference point),

not to compare actual performance of the computers.. Nonetheless, these

timings are how the small businessman views the performance of the com

puter. He is not worried about what happens inside the machine. He

only cares about how fast and accurate the computer can output the

results.

The three programs used vJere designed to be short and simple, and

yet to try to someHhat simulate what the computer does Hhen a business

application program is run. The reason for the programs' simplicity

was so that they could be easily run on each system. They had to be

short so that it vould not take long to run J.he programs, since they

had to be run on the small business computer during business hours.

The first program run on each system was the Calculations Program.

It is shown in Figure 3a. and 3b. The COBOL program was run on the NCR

and Burroughs computers, while the RPG II program was run on the IBl�l

computer" The IEI/] System/32 does does not support the language COBOL.

Therefore, there Has no choice, but to l�n the program in two different

languages. However, both programs do the exact sa.me thing. They read

in a number (20 in this case) and go through the calculation loop

twenty times. There is no printed output, except for the listing of the

program. The reason for this program was to see how fast each computer

did calculations with no printed output. This would apply to such
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ODOl 0002 F-I�PUT IP F 128 128 DISK

0002 0003 IINPUT
0003 0004 I

AA 01
1 20 INC T

0004 0005 C LOOP TAG

0005 0006 C 01 I-AOD6.730 A 43

0006 0007 C 01 I-ADD18.116 8 53

0007 0008 C 01 Z-ADD8.964 C 43

oooa 0009 c 01 I-AOD1.434 0 43

0009 0010 C 01 A AOD 8 Xl 63
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OD14 0015 ( o l.�H 0 GOTO LOOP

Figure Jb. Calculation Program - RPG II (IBN)
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business applications as payroll - when the program figures the pay for

each employee.

The second program run on each system was the Input-Output Program.

It is shown in Figures 4a. and 4b. Again, the COBOL program was run on

the NCR and Burroughs computers and the RPG II program was run on the

IBI< computer, The programs both read in twenty cards and then printed

out the t.went.y cards. The reason for this program was to see how fast

the computers could input something and then print it out with no cal

culations involved, I'1any business application programs have much input

and output, with few calculations involved,

These two processes - calculations and input/output - were timed

separately so that the time it took to do each process could be compared

amongst the three computers.

The third program was a combination of the previous two programs.

It is shown in Figures 5a. and 5b. It initially read in a number (20

in this case). Then it read a card, printed the card and did a calcula

tion. It did this read-print-calculate loop twenty times, The reason

for this program Has to see how fast the input-calculate-output process

was on each system. This program was closer to a si.mulation of a

business application program in that these business programs usually

input files, process them, and then print the results. One type of pro

gram that was not tested on any of the three systems was a sorting pro

gram. This would have been another good program to test since many

business applications include much sorting.

Figure 6 contains the chart of timed results of each program for

each computer system. There are three times given for each program -

the compile time, the execution time, and the total time� The compile

13
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Figure 4a" Input-OUtput Program - COBOL (NCR & Burroughs)
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IRM SYSTEM/32 �PGII CO�PIL�R RPGII VERSILHl OS, "'10DIFICATI()\J LEVEL 00

0001 0002 FI�PUT

0002 0003 FP�INT
IP F 128 128
o F 132 132

Z
2

;) SK
PR I HER

0001 H 14

0003 OI)O� II��PUT AA 01

080't 0005 I 1 20 NAt.,£:

0005 OOOb I 22 39 ADDR
0006 0007 1 41 51 CITY
0007 OOOR I 53 66 STATE

0008 0009 OPRINT 0 2 01
0009 0010 0 AME 21
0010 0011 0 AODR 56
0011 0012 0 CITY 84

0012 0013 0 STATE 115

Figure 4b. Input-Output Program - RPG II (IBH)
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N(Jf'.4Il:. OIEGIVA.NN ..
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CONFIGVHATluN �tCTION.
SOUKCE-COMPUlcH•

0U0070
UO(JOBO
000090
000100
ouo i i c
OOvi2v
000130
u00140
u001�U#
OU0160 DATA DIVISION.
000170 FILE S:CTIUN.
uuuleo Fa R�AO-CAkO
OUU1�O LAHtL kECU�QS AH� �TANDAR0
uuOiUO �L0C� CONTAINS b kECORU�
OU0210 RECORD CONTAINS 8U CHAHACT�RS.
000220 01 CARD-REC.
u00230 03 CARD-LIST
UOU�40 Fe PRINT-IT
UOUlSO LA8EL RECOk05 AkE UMITTEO.
UOO�60 01 PRINT-�tC.
OOO�70 03 FILLER
000280 03 CARD-OUT
uOOl90 03 HULD

NCR-CENTURY-e�ov.
NCH-CE�TukY-b�OU.OI1Jt C T-COt.<,PUT tR.

INPUT-ouTPuT SECTION.
f-ILt::-CONTkUL.

�tLtCT RtAU-CAHU
�t,Lt.CT PRINT-IT

AS�IGN TO Dl�C.
A��IGN TO PHINTEH.

PIC X(t1v).

PIC xx.
PIC X(dO).
PIC X(:>U).

00030U*
OOu�lU WO�KING-STORAGE SECTION.
Q00320 77 A

OOU330 77 B
000340 77 C
OtJtl35t) 77 D
00036u 71 X

OOO.HO 7-' '(

000380*
OU0390 PROCEDURE DIVISION.
000400 BEGIN.
D00410 OPEN INPUT HEAD-CARD.
OU04lU OPtN ouTPUT PkINT-IT.
00043u MOVE SPACE� TO PRINT-REC.
000440 WK!TE PRINT-REC AFTEk ADVANCING PAGE.

000450 READ-LOOP.
000460 READ READ-CAkO AT END GO TO ENU-J08.
000470 MOV- CARD-REC TO CARo-our.
000480 �0VE SPACES TO HOLD.
OUU490 wRITF PkINT-kEC AFTEH ADVANCING � LINES.
ooo�Ov CALC-PARA.
000510 AOD A 8 GIVING x.
000520 SUBTRACT C FROM A.

OUO�30 UIVIO X BY Y GIVING X.

OOO�40 GO TO READ-LOOP.
00 ub50 E��O-JOM.
OOU560 CLOSE REAO-CA�D.
000570 CLOSE PRINT-IT,
000580 STOP RUN.
ZllZlZ eNO PROBRAM.

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIc
tJIC
PIC

'-?'-iV'1'1\fJ
�'.;1Vtj99
99V<.;99
�9V999
":i9"'JV999

Figure Sa. Combination Program - COBOL (NCR & Burroughs)

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

6.730.
le.-fl6.
t:s.9t:;>4.
7.434.
lEROES.
it-KOES.
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0101 OJ02 FI�PUT
OOO? 000.3 r-p,U· T

DISK
PRINTER

IP F 128 128
o F 132 132

2
2

0')03 0004 I I '.J PUT AA 01

OJOlt 0005 I 1 20 NA�f

0')05 0006 I 22 39 AJOR

O()O� 0007 I 41 51 (ITY

0007 oooa I 53 66 STATE

0008 0009 ( 01 l-AOD6.730 A 43

0009 0010 C 01 I-AODla.JI6 B 53

0010 0011 r: 01 I-AOO8.964 C 43.....

ClDll 0012 C 01 l-ADD7.434 0 43

0012 0013 C 01 A AOD B Xl 63

0013 0014 C 01 Xl sua c X2 63

on 1 (+ 0015 ( 01 X2 ,\1UL T 0 X3 83rl

0015 0016 C 01 X3 DIV 0 x 53H

001� 0017 uP � PH 0 2. 01
0')17 0013 :J "'JA''''E 21

OU18 0019 0 AD DR 56

0019 002D ] CITY 84

OUZO 0021 :J STATE 115

Figure 5b. Combination Program - RPG (rex)
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time, in this chart, is the time that it took the computer to input the

program, convert it to machine language, and print a listing of the pro

gram. The execution time (not the standard definition of execution time)

is the time from input of the data of the program to the completion of

the printed results of the program. This time also included the real

execution time of the program in the computer memory_ The reason for

the separate timings of the compile and execute processes is that when

a program is run on the computer, it first compiles the program, outputs

a listing of the program, and then stops. The computer waits for the

operator to "push the button" so that it may begin executing the program.

The computer stops again after the completion of the printed results.

The third timed result given for each program is the Total Time.

Each computer system had an instruction such that when a program Has run,

it would go straight from the compile to the execution of the program

without operator intervention. Thus, the Total Time was the time from

initial input of the program to the final printing of the results. This

Total Time is approximately the addition of the canpile and execute times.

However, there is some difference, as can be seen by looking at the chart

in Figure 6.

Still looking at the chart in Figure 6, you will notice blanks in the

compile time of the IBN/System 32 and in the Total Time of the NCR

Century 8200. Both of these times can be estimated by looking at the

rest of the times for that system. The compile times for the IE!':

System/32 will range anywhere from 1t to 2t minutes. This can be seen

by looking at the Total Time.and the execution time, The Total Times of

the NCR Century 8200 can be estimated to range between 1 and it minutes.

Again, this can be seen by looking at the separate compile and execute
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times.

To compare the timed results in this chart, a persor' would think to

choose the NCR computer over the other two computers. However, there

are reasons why the NCR computer vas faster then the other two systems.

These reasons will help to prove to the small businessman that he must

be careful in selecting what type of peripheral devices he wants to put

on his small business computer.

First of all, the "lay the programs were input into each computer

bears directly with how fast that program went through the computer

system. As the speed of each input device (pEripheral device) increased,

so did the speed in Hhich the program went through the system. This can

be seen by looking at Figure 7. The Burroughs 731 used the 96-column

card as input. It is the slowest 'Hay of the three shown to input a

program or data, It also was the slowest in compiling the program

(input - reading in the program on cards) and executing the program

(input reading in the data on cards). The IBE System/32 used the

diskette as the input medium. This medium is faster than cards, but

slower than the CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) disp1ay unit. The lEI'.'] System/32' s

timed results compared like its input medium does with the other tHO

systems. The nCR 8200, Hhich had the fastest processing times on the

chart, also had the fastest input medium of the three, the CRT. This

shows how the input device does make a difference on how fast the program

gets through the system.

Another factor included in the compile time on the diagram in

Fie-ure 7 is the type of compiler used (only compile time shown on

diagram). The speed and accuracy of the compiler will also have a

bearing on how much time it will take to compile a program, Again,
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compare the compile times of each system in Figure 6. The difference in

times is not due just to the different input mediums of the NCR and the

Burroughs computers, but also to the different compilers used.

Another factor wh i.ch makes a big difference to the small businessman

and his small buslness computer is the speed of his printer. This is

evident in the fact that most small businesses have much printed output.

Therefore, the speed of the printer makes a difference in the number of

reports that aTe printed in a certain amount of time.

The printing of the output is included in both the compile time

(printing out the listing of the program) and the execution time (print

ing out the results of the program). Shown in Figure 8 is a repeat of

the chart in Figure 6, but Hith thE) printer speeds of each system added.

As can be seen, the computer Hi th the s.Lowest total timing has the

fastest printer of the three systems. This can be explained in that the

other factors, such as input medium, compiler, etc., have offset the

speed of the printer. This fact is evident in the difference of execu

tion times of the �WR (fastest overall) and the Burro'ughs (slowest over

all) • For the bra programs Hi th printed resul ts (the Input-Output pro

gram and the Combination program), the execution time of the Burroughs

is faster than the NCR system. However, if you look at the execution

time of the Calculation program Hith no printed results, the rCR system

is faster, just like its overall time. Therefore, it is the faster

printer speed of the Burroughs YThich made the execution time of the

Input-Output program and the Combination program faster than the KCR

c omput.er , This ShOHS that the printer speed can make a difference,

especially uhcn there is a lot of output to be printeel.

The execution time of the 1m/System 32 Has quite higher than the
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execution time of the other t.wo systems. This can be seen in Figure 8.

In trying to find out vrhy there was the difference, I first checked the

real execution time of the Calculation program. This Has the time that

it took to do the calculations only. This Has timed by doing a test in

vhLch the program would print an 'X' when it entered the calculation

loop, and ltTould print another 'X' once it fell out of the calculation

loop. The time between the printing of the X's was less than a second.

(This is not to be compared with the execution times listed in the

chart for the other two systems. The execution time just noted for the

1m: system is the real execution time. The execution times in the chart

are not the real execution times for those systems). The significant

increase in the execution time could not be due to the printer speed

because the IBI") , s printer is faster than the NCR's, whose execution

time was faster than the IBI"l system. Thus 9 the increased execution time

of the IEf·l system 'Has due to something in the architecture of the com

puter - not the input or the output phase of the system, which is what;

has been discussed here.

From the above explanation of the effect that the method of inputting

and outputting programs and data has on the speed of the program being

run through the system, the small businessman can see that he must select

the peripherals, such as card reader, tape unit, disk unit, and printer,

"Hith extreme care, He must know the expected performance of each peri

pheral and hope that in conjunction with one another, they will achieve

his desired goals.

The above discussion on the performance of the three computers Has

not to compare the performance results of the systems, but it was to

bring out some of the iI1portant aspects of the computer hardware, which
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must be considered by the small busi�essman. Just because one of the

computers ran these certain programs faster than the other two computers

does not mean it is the best choice. All the other factors must be taken

into consideration (those discussed earlier).

The computer salesman can always help the small businessman in find

ing out what is available and what Hill fit his needs. For example, to

see what speed printer the small businessman needs, he should approximate

the number of programs he will be running. Then he should estimate the

number and size of files that the small business will be using. He should

allow for 40�s growth , From this, the small businessman will get a good

idea of the amount of output the computer will be printing. Then the

computer salesman can inform the small businessman of the different

speed printers he has available. The small businessman should rate each

of these at 70�1o of their rated capacity. Knowing the amount of printed

output and the calculated speed of the printers, the small businessman

,.rill have a good idea of the printer he should choose for his small

business computer,

Expandability

Another important selection criteria of a small business computer

is the expandability of the computer. This allows for future growth of

the business, Looking at the chart in F'igure 9, the memory expandabili ty

of each of the three systems is shown. The maximum memory capacity of

each systew is shown, as is the increment size to add on memory, For

example, the basic NCR 8200 system of 32K bytes can have 12 increments

of BK memory added on before it reaches its maximum memory size of 128K.

This allows for plenty of growth!
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Also, on the last row of this chart, the number of input-output

ports for a basic system is given. These ports indicate how many peri

pheral devices the small businessman can add to his system. Some of the

ports can support multiple peripheral devices. The number that each

port can support is up to the individual system. For example, the Bur

roughs 731 basic system can support at least six peripheral devices up

to a maximum of eight. If the small businessman is thinking of expand

ing his computer, he must also take into consideration the extra cost of

adding on more memory and/or peripheral devices. For example, a card

reader can cost around $2,500, "tThile a printer can cost anywhere from

$10,000 to $12,000. Of course, these costs will vary amongst computer

vendors.

Selection Criteria

Summarizing the selection criteria talked about so far, they are:

1) Location of vendor (Service).

2) Total Cost of the small business computer.

3) Performance of the computer.

4) Expandabili ty of the computer (Growth).

After talking with small businessmen, I think that, to the small

businessman, service and the total cost of the computer are the most

important selection criteria. The other two are important, but are

considered to be secondary in the initial stages of selecting the small

business computer.

Other things for the small businessman to consider when trying to

select a computer are:

1) Heliability of Equipment - HO�I often must the system be ser-



viced?

2) l,laintenance - TiIhat :is the cost and what is included in
the maintenance contract?

3) Ease of Operation - Is the computer easy to operate?
Can an office secretary pick up the computer procedures
easily?

4) Education Provided By Vendor - Does the vendor provide
education about the computer for the employees of the
small business?

5) Documentation To The Computer - Are there manuals

documenting the system and its procedures so that
if something about the computer is not understood,
it may be referenced in the documentation?

6) Compatibility \-lith Other Vendors' Computers - Can
a peripheral device of another computer vendor be put
on the small businessman's system and run with no

problems? This criteria is for the future when a

business may want to add on another peripheral device
and can obtain one from another vendor at a lower

price than the one offered by his computer vendor.

Some of these criteria are more important to some small businessmen

than they are to others. However, all of these criteria should be

considered by any small businessman before he makes his final selection

of a small business computer.

CONCLUSIon

In conclusion, I had hoped to compare the three systems that I

have talked about and come up with the best small business computer out

of the three. However , I qu i.ckl.y learned that there are too many factors

to be considered when trying to select the best small business computer

without having concrete ideas of exactly what is needed. Therefore, any

small businessman who is selecting a computer should know exactly what

he needs and should consider all criteria, not just the ones most im-

portant to him. There is much literature now on small business computers,
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including charts of small business computers with their characteristics

listed. Two reports, vh l.ch should be read by any small businessman

selecting a computer, are the Auerbach Report and the DataPro Research

Report on Small Business Computers. The DataPro Research Report contains

such valuable information as a chart of 226 different small business

computers and their characteristics. It also includes a table of User

Ratings for 1,738 small business computers, (These two reports cannot

be reproduced. Therefore, they are not included in this paper).

Also, a small businessman should consult with an expert on computers

Hho can help him in selecting the best performing computer for his needs.

Othen-rise, the small businessman's limited budget may pay for it later.

It has happened before and it will happen again if careful consideration

of all selection criteria is not made. Thus, any small businessman

going from a manual system to a small business computer has a long,

hard road ahead of him, but if he travels it in the right way, his

journey will be well wor-th the effort 1
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